Every so often a new situation arises where "groups" that claim to be "of JoS" are attempting to form while basically claiming they are "with JoS" while doing exactly what is nothing beneficial to Joy of Satan, Father Satan, or Spiritual Satanists.

Because many people are still on the lower levels of understanding where the sole drivers of blind desire are taking place, it can become confusing to understand why these have no point in existing or why this isn't even necessary, let alone the situations where the enemy is literally running these in order to delay Spiritual Satanists from their mission.

There are always some people who cannot evaluate leadership and cannot evaluate what is of the Gods or not might happen to find themselves in troublesome situations with these groups.

New members especially, not knowing what to do, or guided around by confusion and confused emotions, are generally the audience of these "groups".

This is a guide to spot these, and move away immediately if you find yourself in one of these. Since some of these places have acted in very erratic ways before, even trying to get to know people or "visit" them, then ask the Gods if you find yourself in a very negative situation where detaching can be difficult.

To clear this up, nobody of the Joy of Satan is with Joy of Satan if they defame, pervert our message, instill worthless doubts, procure slander, try to sell material that is free, or do all sorts of other nonsense around Spiritual Satanism.

Those who do this to divide, cause damage on others, or in particular try to sever ties with JoS or keep Satan's people away from Him, you will receive inordinate punishment for this.

We have seen this happen by an amount that is now closing in to hundreds of times, and it is never a pretty ending.

Solely the reason this is written for is to save people time, energy, and effort from being wasted into nothingness with enemy groups and places where years of their life will be wasted to no avail.

If you are still decidedly allowing this to happen, that is your fault and not anybody else's in that regard. It is even better in many cases to be alone and to
fare the path alone, than to fare it with infiltrators and strange gatherings with teenagers in nonsensical groups.

Spiritual Satanism can advance you, but you must allow this to happen. One way to allow this, is to not fall into small satellite nonsense "groups" that have no direction and no aim, and seek only to waste your time.

These groups claim they are "not against JoS" but they primarily do this to draw people in. As the people are drawn in, we have the very similar pattern taking place which is bred by low understanding, egotism, or merely Jewish genetics at play:

1. A couple of self entitled egotistic fools that are incompetent, trying to lead even more naive people. In this case, these people make boastful claims, which as you try to "stay" in these places, become even more boastful. They will tell you that they are Gods, and so on.

This takes place on an entry level at first, which might appear to be "like the JoS". After you stay in for a while, you will discover all sorts of crazier and crazier nonsense, leading up all the way to delusions never stated here.

This is how you know you are in a place of suckers, so one has to leave.

2. To cover the fact they have nothing to offer, you will be sitting there and they will tell you that they are Gods, reincarnations of Demons, that they can communicate with the Gods, or that they are reincarnations of very important people.

They are in reality the least important and the most worthless people, only existing there to solve their own emotional hangups about attention, leadership and other problems they cannot find in the real world.

Do not be fooled and do not be retarded. People who are very important beings will NOT sit with you in Discord for 8 and 10 hours on end gaming.

Unfortunately, common sense is becoming more and more scarce as time goes. If you are fooled by these people, it is your fault. Some people can be fooled for years on end, wasting precious Satanic years in full scale delusions and wasting their time.

3. 'But, the Clergy..." Other tactics also include undermining the Clergy, or the Joy of Satan. That one can be done covertly, praising the Joy of Satan on one hand while on the other trying to speak against it. As they see people are retarded and might tolerate this, they continue.
Hot topics include HPS Maxine, HP Cobra who took the group from 308 members and turned it to 300,000+ members and double digit millions of clicks being lesser than them [20 people in Discord with the average median IQ of 85 is a very big feat, it takes the reincarnation of a God to do this], some nonsense story they would never know about being repeated from 2002 [a time from where they were not even born].

They like to scrap these subjects to merely waste people's time. Another favorite line is not to stand with the best High Priests, but focus on people on the rising stage of the Joy of Satan, who have offered them and others nothing: merely to undermine those who do.

The general air of these people is to undermine others, not to help anywhere. After this, you will be followed back to back with something exceptionally stupid.

4. "I agree with the Clergy but after a whole of 6 months of dedication...but...". A favorite line of the infiltrator is not to openly speak against the Joy of Satan, but rather beat around the bush trying to impose on others confusing subjects and a lot of confusion or disinformation.

This can come out of confusion of the people involved, or ill intent. In either way, that is bad and will delay everyone involved.

5. "I care about the Joy of Satan this is why I do the infiltrating business with creating hostile forums, because X told me so". That is another humongous lie, which revolves around other theories about the Joy of Satan which these people create. That is only to cover for the uselessness of their existence and not wanting to truly do anything for the Joy of Satan or their brothers or sisters in the forum or otherwise.

This is attempted to be covered by hiding in secret places where the knowledge and standards of participants are really low, and subverting them in this way.

6. "The Rituals of JoS are fine, but do this Ritual instead". There is nothing further to say here, those who communicate with the Gods do readily understand why we do what we do both through experience and understanding of the whole situation that necessitates our progress.

7. "We are the real group of the Gods, the JoS or X does not talk with them, only we do". People who can hardly do a summoning or know the most basic tenets in Satanism, as dopamine rises due to their inferior natures, can suddenly and without any justification believe that they are very advanced.

Other people who cannot make decisions or think for themselves might get convinced. Selling "Fast paths" and other nonsense is always included in this
package as it really preys on the emotional weaknesses of people, and everyone in these groups builds on the weakness of the other.

The reality is that you need a long time and to be persistent to advance. Everything you need is in JoS and we are adding more information to help in that regard. But nobody can advance you "faster", let alone Discord gurus or other failures.

Take this seriously and don't fall for that nonsense.

8. "Why are you not in JoS Grandma? Because I am too advanced for JoS".

All of this is always geared either to confuse or to pretend they are an authority that they have not been vested by the Gods to be, or through popular work.

The levels of these individuals as explained are tragically low. For this reason, they cannot exist around with other Spiritual Satanists who have any real measurable value, because none of their lies would survive in the light of logic or being compared to other SS who do actual work for Father Satan.

That is only feasible as they try to undermine other Satanists, which is very common on these groups.

9. "Why is your nose too big to be into JoS Grandma? Because my brain is too big". The clearest thing you will see in these groups is basically many jews. There is nothing else to this. As they feel uneasy here, opening other places to procure decay is necessary to them.

10. "Members of JoS are...Forum is..." Another very famous line is blanket violation of the position of all the JoS members and all the JoS people in their entirety, like the Forum or even important members collectively.

The big nose cannot handle to be around these people, so it went into smart hiding with very smart people instead, to share big nose wisdom nobody understands. The day will come when JoS will understand, but it will not, because of evil Cobra or someone else, which includes around 99.99% of JoS excluding the few jews in this little den project.

Only if you are that wise, you can join them and grow on your own nose.

11. Another funnier thing is when people say nonsense and act as mediators when it also involves the connection with the Gods and Clergy.

This might include nonsense about HPS Maxine, or a "random statement" the "leader" of this "group" has received about my standing with the Gods or HPS
Maxine's, or someone else's here. The amount of things made up as lies can exceed the lines of even borderline logic.

It gets even crazier when these people might say to be in "direct communication" with me, or HPS Maxine, to use this as justification for every nonsense they might say. If they discover that anyone knows of their negative nonsense, the tune might turn.

These supreme enlightened masters of the pendulum after a whole single week of training it [for less than 5 minutes per day on that end], have "suddenly" [and oftentimes in rhyme with a jewish holiday during which the enemy will sacrifice people to send all against me or JoS or people here] that there is a big negative thing going on that they must instigate doubt towards or attack.

Generally this involves other Satanists, reasonable SS, the Joy of Satan, or people who are absolutely the best or at least decent Satanists, and never a single jew or anything.

That is pathetic, but it also has been noted to take place many times. Clearly it yields nothing but most people like to do this in some sort of eventful event to just attack the JoS when they say they are part of it or something while they aren't even a part of it or something.

**Final Note:** as these groups always move towards disbandment, destruction, internal failure, and also the wrath of the Gods for wasting the time of many people for a long time, it's better to quickly disengage them and allow idiots to keep wasting their time with them.

The real Satanist will not have time to spend on these places, and will only seek the real place. Here, you do not have to worship anyone, you do not have to sit online for 8 hours on any discord, and you do not have to do a myriad of other things.

On the slight chance that there are true operating "groups" that try to help Satanists outside of the official ones, you will not see anything of the above. Yet, the quality might still be below expectations and might cause you problems.

As one can see, to engage in all of this, one unwillingly might become an enemy, creating the very same circumstances the enemy creates for their own brothers and sisters in Satan, only amplified due to their own stupidity. The Gods do not like this. Sit down very seriously and consider if this is doing anything besides wasting everyone's time.
We are not affiliated with any group nor anyone of the real SS in the Joy of Satan has any other activity of this nature, as they would rather help massively and put their energy where this really matters.

Stay strong and stay out of nonsense trouble.
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